It’s Time for a Scavenger Hunt!

This is a list full of some wacky photos and videos.
You have ONE hour to get as many as possible.
Videos count as 2 points, pictures count as 1 unless otherwise noted.
Whichever team has the most pictures/videos from this list WINS!
Please Note: The employees at the Raws front desk are unable to help you with the items on this list – sorry!

Get a Video of…

- A team member asking a stranger to do 15 jumping jacks with them (+3 Bonus if they actually do it)
- 2 or 3 team members going up to a stranger and saying ‘Trick-or-Treat” (+3 Bonus if you actually get candy.)
- Sing Happy Birthday to a stranger, using their actual name (+ 10 Bonus if it’s their actual birthday)
- Your entire team doing the Cha Cha Slide in a public area (Must be at least 30 seconds, +3 Bonus if you can get a stranger to dance with you, +20 Bonus if you can get at least 5 strangers to join)
- Someone doing the floss dance (+5 Bonus if you do it with a FULL TIME staff member - not summer staff or colony men)
- A team member serenading a stranger with a love song (+ 5 Bonus if they serenade you back.)
- Each team member shooting a basket in the basketball hoop—in a row.
- Your entire team playing at least one round of duck duck goose at the lake
- A team member drinking an entire bottle of water in under 15 seconds
- A team member challenging a stranger to rock, paper, scissors (+1 Bonus if you win!)
- A team member teaching a stranger a secret handshake (this is worth 5 points!)
- A team member asking a stranger to do 15 jumping jacks with them (+3 Bonus if they actually do it)
- Sing Happy Birthday to a stranger, using their actual name (+ 10 Bonus if it’s their actual birthday)
- Your entire team doing the Cha Cha Slide in a public area (Must be at least 30 seconds, +3 Bonus if you can get a stranger to dance with you, +20 Bonus if you can get at least 5 strangers to join)
- Someone doing the floss dance (+5 Bonus if you do it with a FULL TIME staff member - not summer staff or colony men)
- A team member serenading a stranger with a love song (+ 5 Bonus if they serenade you back.)
- Each team member shooting a basket in the basketball hoop—in a row.
- Your entire team playing at least one round of duck duck goose at the lake
- A team member drinking an entire bottle of water in under 15 seconds
- A team member challenging a stranger to rock, paper, scissors (+1 Bonus if you win!)
- A team member teaching a stranger a secret handshake (this is worth 5 points!)
- A staff member singing Victory in Jesus while driving a golf cart (+2 Bonus if there’s more than one staff member singing on the golf cart)

Get a Picture of…”

- 5 different selfies with 5 different animals you find on property—i.e. squirrel, turtle, etc. (Worth 5 points)
- A picture of 3 bridges on campus
- A sandcastle that is as tall as one of your team member’s knees
- Do a Random Act of Kindness and get a selfie.
- A car with 3 or more Bumper Stickers (+1 Bonus if there are more than 5.)
- The sign on Keswick Campus that says “PROCLAMATION”
- The entire team’s reflection in something other than a mirror
- A selfie with someone who is wearing both a yellow shirt and blue jeans/shorts
- “I can’t believe we all fit here!” Take a picture of your entire team in a small space
- Someone wearing a shirt with a Christian Reference (+1 Bonus if it’s a pun)
- 2 teammates in the racquetball courts, but the picture must be taken from the upstairs window.
- Your entire team posing with sunglasses
- A selfie of you and a Keswick Staff Member (+5 Bonus if you can get them to dab in your photo)
- A picture of your team making funny faces (+1 Bonus if one team member is holding another)
- (+2 Bonus if you put it on Instagram and tag @americaskeswick)
- Your entire team doing a human pyramid in front of the Activity Center
- A strangers autograph (+1 Bonus if you can get them to write an encouraging message.)
- (+2 Bonus if you can get them to draw a picture of someone on your team—NO STICK FIGURES ALLOWED)
- Your entire team jumping (everyone MUST be mid air)
- A coin from the year of one of your team member’s birth
- Make a dog mask out of paper and have someone wear it (+10 Bonus if it’s a stranger, * 5 if the picture has at least 5 colors in it)